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Abstract
Traditionally, deep learning models’ training involves choosing complex network
architectures and large data sets to build models with high accuracy. This kind of
training demands a large high-performance computing infrastructure to complete
the training process in a reasonable time. We explore a data-centric approach
to choose the “right” data samples in the “right” amount during each epoch of a
model’s training to build the model efficiently in a shorter time and at least with the
same (sometimes even better) accuracy compared to the traditional approach. This
paper presents our experience using domain knowledge (temporal nature of data)
to build a recommendation model by reducing data samples used in successive
training epochs. We show that using a data-centric approach on state-of-the-art
session-based recommendation models can reduce the model training time by at
least 2.1× and achieve slightly better accuracy and “average recommendation
popularity” on a publicly available data set containing 6 million sessions.
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Motivation

Data is the main food for any deep learning pipeline to build data-driven models. Unless we choose
the right food in right quantity and right order, an AI pipeline will not be efficient in terms of the
model complexity and its training time. The shift in focus towards quality of data than the model
architecture is referred to as the data-centric approach.
Authors in [1] and [2] have shown the benefits of a data-centric approach to building models for
chest ailments. In [3] and its successive implementations, Snorkelflow, Drybell from Google present
an efficient mechanism of auto-labeling data samples with good labels (taking inputs from subject
matter experts) for training. Further, [4] presents a minimum number of data samples required to
label to get good accuracy, in turn reducing the training time. [5] presents a mechanism of selecting
features having more information and combine it with a simple Random Sampling technique without
replacement to reduce the training data. However, none of them explore the dynamic reduction of
data samples across epochs of the model’s training process.
In this paper, we share our experience in exploiting domain knowledge of data to reduce data used in
the consecutive epoch of the training process and hence training time. We use the sensitivity of the
session-based recommendation model towards the temporal nature of data to feed the right number of
data samples in the right order (temporal, unlike the traditional approach of shuffling) to reduce the
number of data samples needed in each epoch. This helped us improve the model’s accuracy and
ARP (average recommendation popularity score) by avoiding a complex model and faster training
time even on frugal hardware such as CPU. The side effect of this training approach enables the usage
of critical data samples more often, hence improving the model accuracy. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents briefly the recommendation model we have used to showcase the
data-centric approach. Section 3 discuss our data-centric approach with the experimental results
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to reduce the training time while improving the accuracy by reducing data samples in each epoch.
Finally, we conclude in Section 4.

2

Session based Recommendation Model

A session-based recommender system [6] predicts the next item the customer will act upon (click,
buy, etc.) in a session. Here, a session (Figure 1) is defined as a sequence of items on which the
user has acted within some specified duration of time. A few of the examples of such models are
NISER [7] (mentioned as NISER+ in paper) and BCD4Rec [8], which are used in our evaluation.
The idea is to learn the sequential patterns such as “which items are clicked in succession” or “which
set of items are usually clicked in the same session”.
The popularity distribution of items (the number of sessions in which an item is present) contains a
log tail. Items in the tail are there because of two reasons. The first reason is that the item is unpopular.
The second reason is that the item is newly introduced and hence has not appeared in historical
sessions. Even if an item is newly popular, for example, breathing masks were suddenly in demand
when the Covid pandemic impacted the world; they can still get overshadowed in recommendations
due to historically popular items, say toilet paper. This is because the data set contains more samples
where the popular items are present (imbalance). Recommender systems try to overcome this
popularity bias challenge by bringing more complexity to model architecture.
As the session contains multiple items over-sampling/under-sampling of sessions, balancing popular/unpopular items affects the distribution of other items present in the same sessions. Moreover,
removing the popular item from the session also does not help balance, affecting the sequence pattern
(which models are trying to learn). Any balancing approach for session-based data set must preserve
the individual session. In the next section, we present a novel data balancing approach based on
selective data reduction during the training of the session-based recommendation model to reduce
the imbalance between historically popular and newly popular items. The proposed approach also
reduces the time required to train the model and preserve the accuracy scores. We employ NISER [7]

Figure 1: Processed Session based data set.

Figure 2: Reducing data every epoch.

as the session-based recommender model to discuss our approach. NISER is among the top-rated [9]
[10] session-based recommendation model 1 . NISER uses GNN to model the products clicked in
each session and predicts the most probable 20 items customer is likely to click.

3

Data-Centric Approach for Training

We train NISER using the publicly available session-based data sets [11], [12], which are also used
by the authors of NISER (and others [13], [10]) after pre-processing. Each ready data set contains
sessions arranged in the temporal order. We propose a data reduction-based training approach to
reduce data continuously across consecutive epochs by exploiting the domain knowledge.
3.1

Data Reduction Strategy

Figure2 shows the proposed approach of data reduction (called D-Red in short). Instead of using
complete data containing all the sessions in every training epoch, we only use the fresher part of
1

https://paperswithcode.com/paper/niser-normalized-item-and-session#code
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the data in every epoch. The newer (fresher) sessions model the current choices of the customers
better than the older sessions. Fortunately, the session-based data is inherently temporal, with fresher
sessions lying towards the end of the data set sorted on time. This is denoted by darker green color in
the Figure 2. It should be noted that data is not shuffled before reducing it across epochs. Also, we
create training batches in sequence, unlike the traditional training process, where a batch is chosen at
random by shuffling the data set.
Although, Figure 2 only shows exponential data reduction per epoch, there can be other approaches
(linear reduction) too. Depending on the data size, the number of data reduction steps is also capped
so that data is not arbitrarily reduced. In this paper, we only discuss the exponential data reduction
approach. The reduction in the overall amount of data used for training reduces the training time.
Theoretically, suppose the data size is sufficiently large (allowing many data reductions). In that
case, the overall training time can be reduced to the time which 2 epochs of training take when full
data is used. This can be understood as follows. If a given data set is of size DS and the model
requires N epochs for training, then training time is proportional to N × DS . By following the D-Red
approach, every successive epoch takes half the time of the previous epoch. Thus, the overall time is
proportional to DS + D2S + D4S + D8S + ... = 2 × DS . The batch size is kept constant.
3.2

Evaluation Metrics employed

We use metrics Recall@20 and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@20), as used in [7]. Recall@20 represents the fraction of recommendations that have the desired item in the top 20 recommended items,
and MRR@20 captures the average of reciprocal ranks of the desired item in the recommendations.
Measuring Popularity bias of the Recommender: We used the Average Recommendation Popularity (ARP) metric presented in [7] to measure the popularity of recommended items. We employ
the ARP metric to compare the popularity of recommendations provided by models trained
with
P
P
i∈Ls φ(i)
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the traditional approach and the D-Red approach. ARP is defined as ARP = |S|
.
s∈S
K
where, S is the set of test sessions, and Ls is the list of top K recommended items for a test session
s drawn from S. The popularity score of the recommended item list Ls is the average individual
popularity of items in the list. The individual popularity score of an item i is represented by φ(i),
which is the number of times i appears in training data. The ARP is the average of popularity scores
of recommended item lists over a set of sessions in the test data set. Low ARP indicates lower
popularity bias in recommendations.
3.3

Performance Results

Setup: We performed experiments using a Nvidia V-100 GPU and used 2 publicly available and
widely used session based data sets YooChoose[11] and Diginetica[12] for training NISER model.
We used the data preparation approach mentioned in [13], [7] and created YooChoose-1/4 (YC-1/4,
fresher 1/4th part of full dataset), YooChoose-1/64 (YC-1/64, fresher 1/64th part of full dataset),
and Diginetica (Digi) data sets. Atleast, 3 runs were performed for every setting.
Results: Table 1 compares the traditional training approach with the proposed D-Red approach.
Using exponential data reduction, the D-Red approach is more than 2× faster than the traditional
approach. For the YC-1/4 data set, the speedup achieved was 2.13× as the training time was reduced
from 8401 to 3926 seconds. Similar speedup were observed for BCD4REC [8]. However, BCD4REC
model training involves just two epochs; therefore, about 25% of the training time was saved from
6400 to 4824 seconds. Due to space limitations, the detailed results for the BCD4REC model are
not presented in this paper. The Recall@20 and MRR@20 scores for the YC-1/4 dataset showed
a marginal increase. The Recall@20 score increased from 72.6 to 72.87, and MRR@20 increased
from 32.15 to 32.66. This shows that the data reduction approach selected the data containing more
valuable patterns for the recommendation use case.
For the YC-1/64 and Digi, the training time is reduced by 2.14× and 2.06×, respectively, using
D-Red. However, the Recall@20 and MRR@20 scores also reduced between 1% to 2%. This
reduction in prediction accuracy is not in line with the observation when the YC-1/4 data set is used
for training. It appears that the reduction in training data is adversely affecting the training process,
and the training data might be insufficient. A probable reason for the difference in the effectiveness
of D-Red for YC-1/64 and Digi data sets compared to YC-1/4 is their size. YC-1/4 is 16× larger
3

Table 1: Traditional training approach vs. D-Red approach (Case study on NISER [7])
Number of training, test sessions
Training Time
Traditional Approach
Recall@20(µ, σ)
MRR@20(µ, σ)
(µ: mean, σ:std dev.)
ARP(µ, σ)
Training Time
Recall@20(µ, σ)
D-Red Approach
MRR@20(µ, σ)
ARP(µ, σ)
Training Speedup

YC-1/4
5.91M, 55.8K
8401s
72.65, 0.063
32.10 0.062
11314,101.82
3926s
72.92, 0.07
32.66, 0.007
11191, 26.87
2.13×

YC-1/64
0.37M, 55.8K
540s
71.45, 0.033
31.66, 0.013
3282.6, 8.4
252s
70.26, 0.064
31.02, 0.025
3256, 10.9
2.14×

Digi
0.72M, 60.8K
830s
54.87, 0.094
19.27, 0.037
340, 0.45
402s
52.69, 0.078
18.41, 0.06
325.6, 0.8
2.06×

than YC-1/64 and almost 8× larger than Digi. Moreover, YC-1/64 is the most recent 1/16th part
of YC-1/4. Due to these characteristics, these smaller data sets contain mostly newly popular items
rather than historically popular items. Hence when the data is reduced, rather than balancing between
the historically popular and newly popular items, the data instances consisting of newly popular items
were reduced. Hence, the prediction accuracy is adversely affected.
Impact on recommender’s popularity bias: Table 1 lists the ARP scores for both the traditional and
D-Red approaches. Interestingly, D-Red reduces the ARP score of the recommendations made. The
reduction is not extreme; however, a point to note is that we are not changing the model architecture
(NISER). For YC-1/4, YC-1/64, and Digi the ARP was reduced by 1.1%, 1%, and 4% respectively.
Impact of data shuffling on prediction accuracy: We observed higher prediction scores than
reported in [7] even for traditional approach. The reported Recall@20 and MRR@20 in the paper
are 53.39 and 18.72, respectively for Digi, whereas we observed 54.87 and 19.27. Similarly, higher
Recall@20, MRR@20 of 71.8, 31.77 vs 72.65, 32.1 for YC-1/4 and 71.27, 31.61 vs 71.45, 31.66 for
YC-1/64. We found that the difference in the scores is because authors of [7] are shuffling the data
before training commences, whereas we preserve the temporal order of sessions. We verified by
enabling shuffling in our setup. Preserving the temporal order of sessions seems to better prepare the
model for future sessions present in the test data set. The test data set contains a fresher portion of
the overall data set using which training and testing data sets are derived.
3.4

Applicability of Data Reduction based Training Approach

The D-Red approach can not be applied for all different kinds of data sets. We used this approach
to a session-based data set where the sessions are temporally ordered, i.e., the fresher sessions are
available towards the end of the training data set. Moreover, fresher activity is a better representative
of the customer choices and behavior than the older history. Thus, giving importance to fresher data
(by data reduction) while training improves the recommendation performance.
The size of the data set also impacts the applicability of the data reduction-based training approach
as mentioned earlier in Section 3.3. The importance of a sufficient amount of training data is well
evident. It can also be seen in Table 1 where the prediction accuracy observed for the YC-1/4 data
set is significantly higher than observed for YC-1/64 for both traditional and the proposed D-Red
training approaches. However, using larger training data requires higher model training times which
might become the bottleneck in cases like e-retail where the recommendation models must be kept
fresh. Using the proposed data reduction-based training approach, a larger training data set can be
used for training than the traditional training approach while keeping the same training time.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

The majority of the model-building community focuses on collecting many data samples and highperformance computing infrastructure to build data-driven models with high accuracy in a reasonable
time. We have presented a novel data reduction approach for training a session-based recommender
model, GNN based NISER [7] and offline RL based BCD4REC [8], in a shorter time with higher
accuracy. The proposed approach reduces training time by a factor of 2.1× with somewhat better
accuracy and the ARP on the data sets employed.
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